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The necessities for quality drinking and modern water are expanding and water assets are draining. Besides vast measure of 
waste water is being created and dumped into water bodies without treatment. These have made change in water treatment 

productivity and its reuse, an imperative plan. Film innovation for waste water treatment is a propelled procedure and has turned 
out to be progressively prominent in recent decades. There are numerous customary strategies for tertiary treatment, for example, 
compound coagulation, adsorption and so forth. However, late advancements in layer innovation field have prompted assembling 
of better quality films at diminished expenses. This alongside the high expenses of traditional treatment forms, high partition 
proficiency and relative effortlessness of the film treatment process has made it a financially reasonable alternative for civil and 
mechanical purposes. Ultra-filtration polymeric films can be utilized for squander water treatment and drinking water applications. 
Significantly, all polymeric layers are hydrophobic in nature. This property prompts aversion of water and henceforth solute particles 
possess the pores, diminishing the lifetime of a film. Hence, alteration of film through expansion of little measure of salt helped us 
accomplish certain attributes of layer, which can be then utilized for some applications, for example, squander water treatment. The 
layer attributes were researched through estimating its different properties; for example, porosity, contact point and wettability to 
discover the hydrophilic idea of the film and morphology (surface and in addition structure). Unadulterated water transition, salt 
dismissal and porousness of layer were dictated by saturation tests. A relative investigation of layer attributes of straightforward and 
altered films with different convergence of salt helped us to know its affectivity.
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